How to Troll with Sep’s Ultra-Light Tackle

PRO SIDE PLANERS HOW-TO
Use SEP'S Pro Side Planer to intercept fish that are spooked to the side of your
trolling boat/motor. The fluorescent red color of SEP'S Pro Side Planer, plus the
simple and ultra-light design make it a favorite with trout and kokanee anglers.
The lure/grub is slowly trolled to the side of the boat, just five feet below the
surface, simple and effective, sideplaners put offerings where the fish are,
without spooking them.

All the necessary parts of the Pro Side Planer.

Rigged for starboard side.

Attach the swivel to the line then attach the Pro Side Planer to the line so the arm is towards
the tip of the rod.

How the Pro Side Planer should look after being attached to the line.

Set the rod in the rod holder straight up.

The arm will release from the line when a fish strikes and is on the line.

SEP’S SidePlaner Card Instructions
ASSEMBLY & USE
Fish to the side….and catch more fish!
IN LINE SidePlaner

SEP’S Pro SidePlaner: Designed to troll to either port or starboard side of your boat. Troll with black
plastic arm pointing UP. Works best with rod held straight up and in the rod holder to keep line from
dragging on the water. The distance the SidePlaner runs to the side and away from the boat depends
on the amount of line let out from your rod, your trolling speed, and the wind conditions.
ASSEMBLY: Enclosed is a small black “Key” shaped like this:
It has a cut out on the flat end.
It is used to assemble and dis-assemble the SEP’S SidePlaner.
The SidePlaner can be stowed without the plastic arm getting in the way. Slip the plastic arm through
the front side of the SidePlaner board hole, then slip spring into hole on the backside. Then use
the round black plastic disk that is flat on one side and has grooves on the other side “Lock Assembly”:

Insert the “Lock Assembly” with the flat side facing down and the key grooves facing up. Place “KEY”
into lock assembly grooves and turn clockwise to lock and secure arm and spring. Arm may be pulled
(from the base) and then it can be turned to change from port or starbroad use.
DIS-ASSEMBLY: Put the two points of the “KEY” in notches on back of the “Lock Assembly” and turn
counter clockwise. The arm, spring, & lock assembly disk can be removed for better storage.
BE CAREFUL NOT TO LOSE ANY PARTS
HOW TO USE ON YOUR ROD: Let out 20 to 100 feet of line off your rod. Open snap swivel on the rear
end of the SidePlaner, run fishing line through and close the snap. Attach line to SEP’S Sure Release
downrigger (by Offshore) black head that is on the end of the SidePlaner arm. Make it secure enough
to handle drag caused by trolling speed and light enough to release when the fish strikes. (tension can
be adjusted on the release head by moving the spring left or right on the black head)
SEP’S Sure Release head (by Offshore) will let the line go when the fish strikes…. and then the
SidePlaner will slide down your line to the your barrel swivel and stop at the bead just above the swivel
( ****where you tied the large 8mm bead provided with your SEP’S SidePlaner) above your leader line.
The SidePlaner as well as your fish are then brought to the boat. IF you fail to tie off the 8mm bead
above your swivel you risk losing the Sideplaner as you bring in your line.
CHANGE THE WAY YOU FISH…..FOREVER!
At SEP’S we know we’ve put the fun back in trolling………

